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INTRODUCTION

Bartok's Sonata for Solo Violin was commissioned by
Yehudi Menuhin in November of 19^3*

Bartok had recently

heard Menuhin give excellent performances of both his Violin
Concerto and his Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano, as well
as a solo sonata by Bach, and had communicated his pleasure
to the artist * Menuhin had commissioned other works, some of
them for unaccompanied violin, from various composers before
19k-3i

and he has continued doing so to the present.

Bartok

composed the work in Asheville, North Carolina, where he was
recuperating on doctors' orders from a flare-up of the leu
kemia which eventually became fatal for him.

It was completed

in March of 19iUj.> and its first performance was in New York
City on November 26, 19i|i}-.

The audience was very enthusias

tic, but the critics were cool, reporting that the audience's
liking for the piece was due entirely to Menuhin's spectacu
lar playing.
Bartok conferred often with Menuhin before the pre
miere and offered to try to change whatever the violinist
deemed impractical.

For a pianist, Bartok had a remarkable

understanding of the violin.

This was the result of much

previous experience gained from professional performance
association with violinists such as von Vecsey, Waldbauer,
1
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Sz£kely, d'Aranyi, and Szigeti, as well as experience gained
through composing and later revising earlier works for violin.
One of Bartok's first works was a Straussian Sonata
for Violin and Piano, written in 1903, which remains in manu
script.

It was one of his entries in the composition divi

sion of the Rubinstein Competition held in Paris in 1905;
played by him with the violinist Zeitlin, it attracted some
attention to the youthful composer, even though no prize was
awarded that year.

In 1908 the Two Portraits for Violin and

Orchestra were composed and given to Stefi Geyer, a talented
violinist whom Bartok admired.

It was never performed or

published in Bartok’s lifetime, but lives on in the form of
part of the Two Portraits for Orchestra (1908).

The original

was finally performed and published after the death of Miss
Geyer (some years after Bart6k ’s death in 19lf5) as the Violin
Concerto No. 1, Op. Posth., a title given to the work by
Boosey and Hawkes, not by Bart6k.

The Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2

for Violin and Piano were dedicated to Jelly d ’Aranyi in 1921
and 1922.

These abstruse, severe, technically difficult

works make use of a great deal of rubato, and both finales
use the moto perpetuo idea.

The Two Rhapsodies for Violin

and Piano (or Orchestra) were composed for Joseph Szigeti in
1928.

These good-natured works represent some of Bartok’s

first attempts at using folk music elements in a serious
setting;

each consists of two movements, a lassu (slow) and

a contrasting friss (fast).

The Six String Quartets
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demonstrate the growth process of his style throughout his
career, especially in the areas of rhythmic vitality and
structural logic.

Here are found virtually all of the idio

matic string-instrument devices and effects.

Some devices,

such as the snap pizzicato, were invented by him.

Although

not invented by him, others, such as quarter-tones, first
appear in his oeuvre in the quartets.
The attractive and sensitive Forty-Pour Duos for Two
Violins were the result of a request in 1931 by Erich Doflein
for some easy contemporary duets for a violin method he was
preparing.

Bartok based them virtually entirely on folk

songs and graded them according to difficulty.

The last ones

are more complicated in the areas of rhythm and bowing than
the first ones.

The great Violin Concerto of 1938 was written

for Zolti n Szlkely.

One of Bartok's best works and possibly

his best concerto, it is based entirely on the variation
principle: the second movement is a theme and variations,
while the third movement is a variation on the first movement
(which is in sonata-allegro form).

There is much motivic use

of folk materials and some non-serial use of a twelve-tone
row.

The famous Contrasts for Clarinet, Violin and Piano was

commissioned by Benny Goodman and Joseph Szigeti.

It relies

heavily on folk music, adding the further "peasant" touch of
a violin tuned in scordatura for the opening of the third
movement.

The cadenzas for each instrument have a concerto

like brilliance.

The Sonata for Solo Violin-is closest in
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its seriousness, sober style, and virtuoso requirements and
brilliance to the Sonata3 of 1921-1922 and the Concerto.
Bartok's Sonata for Solo Violin comes as one of the
high points in a long history of unaccompanied chamber works
for violin and represents perhaps the culmination of composi
tions for this medium beginning with the earliest works for
the instrument by Westhoff and Biber.

Composers after 19ifif.

have continued to write with great interest for unaccompanied
violin, but increasingly with the idea of experimentation
rather than of imitation of Bach.

Bart6k's Sonata, widely

regarded as the only solo sonata since those of Bach to have
achieved the status of being equal to, or nearly equal to,
those famous six, has had its own influence on the recent
composers.

Not only is it sometimes imitated, but it seems

to have given hope to composers that Bach can indeed be
rivalled, while maintaining one’s own personal style.
The great bulk of works in this medium has been written
by virtuoso violinists.

It is noteworthy that both Bach and

Bartok were performing artists— keyboard virtuosi, not vio
linists.
tuoso.)

(Bach played the violin but was in no sense a vir
Both composers knew a great deal about the violin

from much close contact with it— Bach, as court conductor as
well a3. composer of chamber music at Co then, and Bartok, from
his lifelong associations with violinists as sonata-partners,
quartet-leaders, and friends.

Both composers, however, were

able to write for the violin without the restrictions of habit
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which, in general, hamper the virtuoso-composer in his
efforts to create something new and unique.

Each composer

was a master of structure and of counterpoint.

Paganini is

an example of one of the few violini3t-composers who had
great mastery of structure.

One of the reasons for the suc

cess of his Twenty-Four Caprices, Op. 1, is his tightly-controlled form;

the imaginative harmonies and lovely textures

would be quite empty without the strong underpinnings.
Among the earliest examples of unaccompanied violin
works are those by the virtuoso Biber and Westhoff in the
seventeenth century.

Biber1s Passagaglia (sic), the six

teenth Rosary Sonata (circa l67ip)» is a well-structured and
moving work based on the familiar minor descending four-note
motive; Westhoff’s Suite in A Ma.jor (1682) exploits doublestopping.

Bach’s monumental and well-known three Sonatas and

three Partitas for "violin without bass" (circa 1720) occupy
the next place in history, followed shortly by virtuoso
sonatas by Pisendel (circa 1730) and Geminiani (circa 17^0)
and by the less-fearsome quasi-rococo Six Sonatas of Telemann
(1 7 3 5 )*

In the nineteenth century, the solo sonata came to

be regarded as unsuitable for public performance, but excel
lent as a technical exercise for the studio.

This was the

age of the etude or caprice, and of the violin concerto with
its ever-lengthening solo cadenza.

Paganini’s Twenty-four

Caprices, Op. 1, written in I8l8 , and his Variations on "Nel
cor piii non mi sento” are virtually all we have from the last
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century in the way of unaccompanied works suitable for the
concert stage.

The bipartite Caprices could easily and justi

fiably have been termed ’’sonatas," as were similar works of
Domenico Scarlatti earlier.

It was during the nineteenth

century that the Bach solo sonatas were provided with extra
neous piano accompaniments by several different well-meaning
composers, including Schumann.

Joachim and then Ysaye were

among the first violinists in modern times to begin perform
ing Bach with the original intent, but only a movement or two
at a time (most often the Chaconne in D minor or the Preludio
in E major).

Szigeti was the first artist to begin consist

ently programming entire Bach works for unaccompanied violin
for his concerts.
The period of greatest concentration of new works for
the medium was the years 1900-1927, when at least fifty-four
works were published.

Many were imitations or evocations of

Bach, though at least three were boldly experimental:

H&ba's

Phantasie and Musik, Op. 9a and 9b, in quarter-tones, pub
lished in 1922; Artur Schnabel's Sonata, published in 1919;
and Krenek's Sonata, Op. 33, published in 192l|.
important works on the Bach model were:

The most

the twenty-six works

for this medium published between 1900 and 1922 by Reger, in
cluding eleven Sonatas, thirteen Preludes and Fugues, one Pre
lude, and one Chaconne; and Six Sonatas by Ysaye and Two
Sonatas, Op. 31, by Hindemith, both appearing in 192i+.

Of

these works, Reger's are eclectic, "studied", and long-winded;
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Ysaye1s are the most virtuosic; and Hindemith’s charming
Sonata, Op, 31# No, 2, is perhaps the most often performed.
It i3 quite likely that Bartok knew at least one or two of
these works; also, since he was intimately associated with
the composers as performers and friends, he may have heard
or seen the score to von Vecsey’s Preludio and Fuga, pub
lished in 191^!-# and Szekely’s Sonata No. 1 , published in
1926,

Even the experimental works of this time span show

the principal interest in’composition to be that of line and
counterpoint rather than harmony, as do the above-mentioned
conservative "neo-Baroque" works (Reger, Ysaye, Hindemith).
It was much debated during this time period whether or
not the unaccompanied violin sonata was a genuine artistic
genre or just a substitute (some said "bastard") form of the
"proper" sonata for violin and piano.

It is interesting to

note that after Bartok, the unaccompanied violin sonata
gained for itself a place as a specific, self-evident cate
gory of chamber (or solo) music.
dent after 19i|lf-:

Two trends have become evi

& trend toward linear simplicity and toward

extreme, difficulty.

Bach continues to be imitated by a few

composers, Bartok by others, and still others strike out on
totally new and experimental paths.

Among the better-known

works for unaccompanied violin since Bartok are the following
(with their dates of publication):

Stravinsky Elegie (19i+J+),

Prokofiev Sonata, Op. 115 (19ij.7)» Honegger Sonata (19lj-8), BenHaim Sonata (1952), Tibor Serly Sonata in Modus Lascivus (sic)
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(1953)# Sessions Sonata (1955)# Ross Lee Finney Fantasy in
Two Movements (19i].8), Gage 5 9 h Seconds for a String Player
(I960), and Richard Rodney Bennett Sonata No. 2 (1965).
The specific advantages of writing for the violin in
the ■unaccompanied medium include 1 ) the opportunity for more
tonal ambivalence through'long monophonic passages, 2) the
possibility of microtones, and 3) total control over the per
formance by the violinist, as no accompanist must be reckoned
with.

The disadvantages include 1) the difficulty of getting

and keeping the attention of the audience with such sparse
means, and 2 ) the resultant danger of relying too much on
virtuoso passagework, effects, and even "tricks" in an attempt
to make up for inactivity and for what is lacking in lower
range support.^One can conclude that a fine unaccompanied sonata for
violin should exhibit the following characteristics:

1)

strong formal structure; 2 ) exceptionally well-constructed
melodic line, which can also serve as harmony, rhythm, and
polyphony (implied counterpoint); 3 ) carefully planned
dynamics, range, tessitura, and other special effects so as to
avoid monotony (while not relying on these means alone, of
course); and 1|) playability, that precious commodity, the
result of not aiming to write a difficult work per se, and
of great knowledge and practical experience with the violin.
■^Brigitte Petrovitsch, "Studien zur Musik fur Violine
Solo 1914-5 -1970," KSlner Beitrage zur .Musikforschung, LXXIV
(1972), 6-30.
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Bart6k ’s Sonata for Solo Violin fulfills these requirements
admirably, as will be seen in the following analysis.
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CHAPTER I
ANALYSIS OP FIRST MOVEMENT
Tempo di claccona

1. Form and Harmony

The first movement is cast in sonata-allegro form,
with some chaconne characteristics.

The sonata-allegro form

is most evident in the treatment of the two contrasting
themes and in modified traditional key relationships.

The

stately tempo, triple meter, and opening thematic material
and the many particularly instrumental gestures (such as types
of chords and arpeggio figures), call to mind Bach's famous
Chaconne for unaccompanied violin (last movement of the Par
tita No. 2 in D minor, BWV IOOI4.), as do the phrase structure,
rhythmic texture, and polyphonic density.
t->________-1 _

1

n ____x.

.

m _____ „

(See Example 1.) In

<3-!

10
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the course of the following commentary, reference will be
made to the graph on page 12 (Graph 1).
There are several elements which serve to support the
premise of sonata-allegro form.

Among these are:

conven

tional sonata-aliegro proportions, contrasting themes, and
tonal pillars.

The exposition consists of fifty-two meas

ures, of which thirty-one are devoted to the principal theme
and transition, twenty-one to the secondary theme.

The de

velopment contains thirty-eight measures and the recapitula
tion forty-six, of which thirty are allotted to the principal
theme and transition and sixteen to the secondary theme.
coda comprises fourteen measures.

The

Inasmuch as the movement

has one hundred fifty measures, these approximate percentages
apply:

exposition 35$ (principal theme and transition 20$,

secondary theme 15$), development 25$, recapitulation 30$
(principal theme and transition 20$, secondary theme 10$),
and coda 10$.

The climax, located at the beginning of the re

capitulation, divides the movement into the approximate pro
portions 3 :2 (60$:Ip0$), or more exactly:
sections of slightly faster tempi (Mosso

.612:.38?.

J * circa

60

The two
and M o s 3Q

circa 5 5 ) do not materially affect this overall proportion,
as the playing times of these two sections also very nearly
approximate a 3 ' 2 proportion,

(Actually the listener is

hardly aware of these only slightly faster tempi, as they
would tend to be perceived as intensification rather than
change of tempo.)

Thus these proportions fall well within a
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Graph 1

First Movement: Tempo di ciaccona: Sonata-Allegro Form (quasi-Chaconne). Formal Superimpositions: Themes, Tonal Pillars, Tempo, Phrase
Structure, Theme and Variation Structure, Rhythmic Texture, Polyphonic
Density, Dynamics, Aural Stops.
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Beethevenian sonata-allegro archetype.
An initial climax (marked with a caesura) is reached
in measure 7k-t the approximate half-way point in the move
ment. . The development begins approximately at the one-third
point.

The secondary theme in the exposition begins at the

one-fifth point, and there are caesuras at the two-thirds and
the three-quarters points (the latter is the beginning of the
transition in the recapitulation).

Thus there is some evi

dence that the proportions were organized geometrically in
advance, and they give the movement definite 3hape and cohe
siveness, whether or not they can be perceived as such by the
listener during a performance.
Each of the two thematic ideas is in a conventional
form (eight measures, of which the last four are a variation
of, and consequent to, the first four).

The two themes have

a traditional contrasting relationship:

the first is drama

tic , forte, revealing mainly dotted rhythms, in three (some
times four) voices, and in G minor; the second is lyrical,
piano, in slurred legato eighth-note triplets, in two voices,
and on E

(the submediant level of G minor).

In each theme,

the consequent four-measure phrase begins a perfect fifth
higher than the initial phrase.

The secondary theme is re

lated to, and perhaps is in part derived from, the principal
theme.

The second beat is lightly stressed, the accompanying

voice dotted rhythm recalls the opening, and the chromatic
Vi

line B -A-A

Vi

•U-

(or G^) appears in the opening measures of each
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theme.

Both themes are combined in the recapitulation (just

before the coda) on G (the tonic level).

Since Bart6k rarely

used a literal repeat of any material, later appearances of
the themes are characterized by changes in the form of "tonal
answers," inversions, partial inversions, intervallicly com
pressed and expanded forms on various tonal levels, and freely
altered rhythmic and melodic versions.
The development is based almost entirely on the princi
pal theme and its fragments; the coda (especially the rhythm)
is derived from measure I4. of the principal theme.
The harmony is based on the key of G minor.
pillars support the form:

Tonal

the secondary theme is on E , the

submediant level, a major third below G; the development
opens in B major, a major third above G, a deceptive and
surprising entry, on the raised major mediant.

(The change

of mode to G major is underscored by a prominent G major
chord just three measures later.)

The recapitulation begins

properly in G minor, with the consequent phrase on the minor
mediant B

instead of D, the perfect fifth above, as in the

exposition.

G (in octaves) signals the beginning of the

transition to the secondary theme on

(the tritone level)

and also signals the interlocking (in measure 131) of both
themes shortly before the coda, which is solidly in G major.
The use of open strings plays a large part in unifying
the movement.

The use of the open strings A and subsequently

D in bariolage (a form of coloristic drone effect or pedal
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point) constitutes most of the transition between the princi
pal and secondary themes in the exposition, as well as in the
recapitulation (where the open strings used are the outer two,
G and E, preceded by several anchors of A and D open strings
beneath a modulating sequence, measures 101-105.

During the

development, the open A and D are used in the dialogue sec
tion as drone strings.
Certain elements serve to blur the perception of sonata-allegro form:

among these the most important are the

constant development of the two basic four-measure theme
phrases, and Bartok's use of tempo, dynamics, and certain
"aural stops."

Aural stops are what I shall call certain

score indications for dramatic caesuras.
page 12.)

(See Graph 1 on

Both themes begin the process of development im

mediately after being announced, and the effect is one of
constant organic growth.

At measure 96, the effect is one of

a second (or continued) development section, after an inter
ruption of five measures for recapitulation of the principal
theme.

The second slightly quicker Mosso tempo section tends

to underscore the impression of a continued or second develop
ment section, since the first Mosso was associated with devel
opment.

(Motivic development, like change of tempo, is a

form of intensification of thematic material, and here the
two are used together.)

All of the aural stops except at the

end of measure 90 serve again to blur the sonata-allegro form
(see bottom of Graph 1 on page 12).

Overall the dynamics
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tend to support sonata-allegro form, but in detail they may
obscure the exact outlines of sonata-allegro form, especially
toward the end of the movement.
Among the elements which support the impression of
chaconne form are:

phrase structure, rhythmic texture, poly

phonic density, and the aural stops in measure 74 and at the
end of measures 90, 95* and 100.

The listener tends to ex

pect a chaconne from the title (which is, of course, only
Tempo di ciaccona), from the opening theme, and from the
eight-measure period structure of half of the appearances of
the theme throughout the movement.

The movement can be per

ceived as an eight-measure theme of two four-measure phrases
plus nineteen variations, of which nine approximate regular
variations (eight measures long, with or without the lf.“Plus~4
internal phrasing), and ten are irregular--three are somewhat
expanded, four somewhat contracted, and three are just ex
panded single-phrase variations, related to a regular varia
tion just preceding or following (marked

on Graph 1, under

the heading Theme and Variation Structure, on page 12).

The

rhythmic texture, as can be seen on the graph, tends to em
phasize the chaconne impression, changing subtly for every
"variation,” and falling into large groupings of two or three
"variations."

The polyphonic density alternates basically

between two and three voices, with some four-voice chords and
some short segments of single-line melody.

These alternations

occur mostly in phase with the phrase structure, accentuating
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the impression of “variations" (though less so in the latter
part of the movement).
Elements which tend to blur the impression of chaconne
form are:

the uneven phrase structure of the other half of

the "variations," change of meter, change of tonal level, and
the aural stops in measures 103 $ 105 » and end of 130 (which
also blur perception of sonata-allegro form).

The phrase

structure is most often not Ip-plus-Ip, even within the "regu
lar” eight-measure "variations," as can be seen on the graph.
The change of meter to Lp/ip and then to 5/8 In measures 82-86
tends to interrupt the even 3 / k meter flow.

A chaconne would

be expected to maintain a rather static, repetitive harmonic
or at least melodic pattern (with perhaps change of mode and
some exotic internal harmonic excursions) and remain basically
on one tonal level.

But here the thematic materials appear

on and modulate to various tonal levels.

Only two "varia

tions," aside from the "theme," are firmly anchored on G:
those beginning in measures 91 (recapitulation) and 137 (coda).
This movement is not based on a "Bartok scale" but
rather on the scale of G natural minor plus E natural (or G
Dorian plus Eb ) with the secondary theme on E*5 (perhaps in
the Phrygian mode), outlined by tonal pillars as well as by
the chordal structure of the opening measures.
tonal pillars, Example 2, on page 19*)

(See chart of

Between the pillars,

free, rhapsodic, improvisatory motivic development and coun
terpoint provide wide divergences from the main tonality,
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©specially in the treatment of the secondary theme,

The root

movement is based largely on thirds, both major and minor,
except during the secondary theme, when it is largely by step.
There .are a few recognizable functional cadences (exempli
gratia measures 6[j.-65).

The functional harmonic plan is ob

scured by techniques such as planing in the form of constant
parallel movement of certain intervals, bitonality, intervallic sequencing, and counterpoint.
Non-harmonic tones (upper and lower neighbors, passing
tones, escape tones, suspensions, appoggiaturas) often appear
on chromatically altered scale degrees, and are the principal
sources of dissonance in this movement.

Modulations occur

enharmonic ally, by common chord, by sequences, and by change
of mode.

The harmonic rhythm is generally slow and stately

except during the development and during measures 96-107 of
the recapitulation.
The idiomatic vertical consonances of the third and
sixth are found mostly in the context of parallel motion
(exempli gratia measures 15, 81+), as are the less idiomatic
series of parallel fourths and fifths (measures 56, 79, and
elsewhere, all occurring during the development and during
measures 96-107 of the recapitulation; measures 87-89 contain
planing in root-position chords broken into an arpeggio fig
ure).

Vertical seconds, sevenths, and tritones often result

from combinations of non-harmonic tones achieved through
counterpoint (exempli gratia measure 3» beat l h , measure 7 *
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Example 2.

Exposition:
Principal
theme T*?ia

Tonal pillars, showing many third relations
and basic functional relationships (simple
level only).
Development:

Transition

Secondary
theme
s3

31

i

brr

t

dhreHctj

A
II

VI

g

D
V

B
G
III I„ VI(enh.)
(g# tV
I)

Eb

VI

IV

Z2_

(0#:IV
(Mosso)

(E:VI
i)

Recapitxilation:
Principal theme
(Tempo I )_.— --

(dialogue)
15*

I

V

V

iT
g:VI

(Mosso)
b-6?~

b£-

1

0
g
VII
1
Transition

A D
(II+VI) IV

g: IV

log

b
III.
(Tempo I) Secondary
theme
111.
IZI

_a_

!

g: II

c#

E
VI

Coda

IV

b_G-

3C
P
g: VII

G
I

VI

IV.

G
I

III

VII

III

I
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beats 2 and 3 , measure 8 , beat 1 ) and the use of drone
strings (exempli gratia measure 7 6 ).
The chord in measure 3 on beat 2 is a vertical com
bination of both major and minor forms of the II chord (A):
a combination of the major "dominant-of-the-dominant" form
and the natural f o m of the II chord in G minor.

The double

stop in measure 10 on beat 3 is an example of a dissonance
(extended for almost two beats) used for specific tension
value, coming as it does just before a transition.

Vertical

dissonances which are spaced farther apart have les3 pungency
(measure 1 3 ) than those which are spaced closer together
(measure 7» beat 2 and measure lij., beat 2).

Bitonality is

found in measures 8I4.-87 (D major-minor plus B major-minor).
Measures !|.9-52 are based on an "irregular" pentatonic scale
built up from melodic perfect fourths:
Example 3»
,
'
ft S
I\J

b-e—

Pentatonic scale as derived from
projection of perfect fourths.
=

U>G>
d

b£>

po
IpTF

The use of the Magyar fourth melodically (especially in the
secondary theme) generates the harmonic use of the perfect
fourth (and perfect fifth), especially chords consisting of
two perfect fourths (exempli gratia measure i+.) or two perfect
fifths (exempli gratia measures 17, 100).

The pivot chord

GDA in measure 17 contains both the tonic G and the drones A
(II) and D (V) which form the basis of the transition to the
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secondary theme.
Example I4. (a-d) on page 22 shows the approximate order
of introduction of the twelve semitones of the octave in each
theme (and how this establishes mode or key) as well as the
areas of the harmonization of both themes which are, respec
tively, most chromatically dense and most ambiguous function
ally.

2. Motives and Melody

Measures 121-137 of the recapitulation provide a most
interesting example of Bartok's ingenuity in combining themes
and deriving and developing thematic material (see page 23,
Example 5 (a-c)).

The recapitulation of the secondary theme

is both a simplification and an expansion of the original in
the exposition.

(See Example 5 (c).)

Measure 12I+ (the

fourth measure in the phrase) is derived from the fourth
measure of the principal theme, thus already hinting at an
eventual intertwining of the two themes, which actually takes
place beginning at measure 131.

During measures 129-130 the

secondary theme is heard for one measure in its original form
and then in inversion, while the accompaniment is reminiscent
of the principal theme, as shown in Example 5 (a) on page 23.
During the next seven measures, the four measures of the
principal theme are heard in slightly altered form in alterna
tion with altered forms (intervallic compression) of the first
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Example if (a-d).

Scales and harmonization of themes.

If (a).

Principal theme: Gbnatural minor plus E natural
(or G Dorian plus E ).
3 1 + 5 ,6 , 7 8
9 10 «- 11 12
^
$r €> ■*-Adds 2 and leading
-fre— Q"
tone in measure 5-8 ,
scale of first four
chromaharmony "progresses."
measures of principal tic altheme
terations on II.

iti
if (b).

Basic harmony expressed as function of G minor.

£

h t

VI

g:i

$

I

*•
v*»* ii+H v
c<wVio

iv *

I

±1
vii

M

VI

VI

if (c). Secondary theme:
‘
2 3 k \
6 7
3%

1
IV7

6
vii0 vii
VI
I+i*
l.t.
chromatically
dense areas.

i(no 3rd)

i(no 3rd)

more ambiguous— perhaps E
8
9 10
-- 11
-- , 12

Phrygian.

jpjgij:
t,0 »
h o
i^STo
p.t. —
^change of mode.
sc lie of first four
measures of secondary
acc., no l.t. function,
theme (x* notes in common with prinipal theme)
•L

if (d).

Basic harmony expressed as function on E minor (root
movement more by step, hard to express functionally).
Planing (parallel motion).
(e»»M

in i®
e :1

vii

Piipll§=3B

be1)-

VII(on l.t. ) i

B
eb :I^ iii

iv*

most functionally
ambiguous areas —

Vll+i +■ I

(on l.t.)

VII vi
di ffcl)

cl .

J)
I.T.®
Tfe
IV^ vV vii

.*
g:II* 1 1 3 iv»

III"
Civl

ov.«3
x*»
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Example 5 (a-c).
5 (a).

Reference:

- m !z A =
J.■b 0

h t i

r.
«— i
M

Derivation of thematic material,
secondary theme in recapitulation.

principal theme.

j .^
rH c
1/w
"i | ...... —/ ^n r p # -

M

~t

• ---— ^

T O
S f t e n r F ^ r

\

f?

jer<Vc4 fr.m m > ; c*mei
i t f t t r H i O icU ure ‘n p k M l.

'
pftr

voice-.« « t«nJt»ry

W>VcT*iov>

i> 1
T
' ’*—

t
»
* Pp

5 (b).

r

fatfo

»W««’ Voice:

^

rcv e r s o t f
pfttecf

>

'Utiwt

rhythmic

witli

invc-rtion)

+(*•*»*,-tltorA*
fi’r t t v n « » n > e * , + c i P o n *

in

Intertwining of principal and secondary themes.

aP7 J&2£

^

9 •

&

ip

r
^
—
wrtk riwttni Trtm
m

l j

IVX

l*t

T 'v

vl , , — ~
m+crv»U;<.

.4

i»T

.♦v

_

„

Usrt-ln r t v y t k m 4 r o m

*-lj

Cv*4 t*i%*4 i 6**r< <pp»"iefi
Vnta

meloAic.

5 (c).

rattan*.An^mci&t'Hwt,

'lirftrvtKit
(JifTiYfA )
(rn.-JX)

l»n*.

Reference:

secondary theme,

a

o n « n iy
- fi r} t

| CP. f a n iU m
^

of

I fcr»V«*o*

itvWUry -Hw.we.1
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measure only of the secondary theme (which is appropriate,
since the secondary theme in the recapitulation is based only
on the first measure of the original).

(See Example 5 (b)*)

The melodic flourish at the end of measure k
principal theme is used to unify the movement.

the

Measure 35

echoes it in the secondary theme j measure 128 might be con
sidered a simplified version and measures 95 and 142 expanded
versions.

It is also the "gema” out of which grow the quasi-

pentatonic measures 49-5 2 , as well as the four rhapsodic runs
of the development, measures 54 > 56, 62-63, and 65-66.
Development in this movement deals principally with
one motive at a time.

Measures 12-1? are an expansion

through development of measures 9-11.

In the recapitulation,

measures 92-93 are a sequence version of measures 2-3» while
measures 9U-—95 are an extended version of measure I)..

In the

secondary theme in the exposition, measures 39-42 are a
development of the first measure of the secondary theme in
inversion, and with imitation.

Measures

tered version of measures 33-34*

43-44

are a much al

Measures 45-46 are similar

to measures 39-40 without inversion.
As a whole, the movement covers a wide range on the
violin— almost four octaves.
twice:

The highest note (e1'1') occurs

in measure 15 (in the exposition) and measure 65 (in

the development).

Both themes have a fairly large ambitus,

unlike so many other of Bart6k’s themes.
contours:

Both have similar

the first four measures of each start on the top
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note of the respective scale end end an octave lower, after
ranging down lower than the final note.

The second four-

measure phrase of each is heightened, not only starting a
fifth higher, but rising relatively higher in the middle of
the phrase (measure 6 , beat 1 and measure 7 » beat 1 ; meas
ures 38-39).

3* Rhythm

Many scholars are in agreement that Bartok’s style re
veals a penchant for "continuous development."

Rhythmic

variation is an important component of Bartok's principle of
continuous development.

Measures ifl and lj.2 are each a rhyth

mic variation of measure I4.O (measure lj.2 is also a fifth
higher).

Rhythmic imitation based on earlier motives is

found in measure 9 (based on measure 3» beat 2 ) and measure
10, beat 2 (based on measure ij., beat 1).

Rhythmic acceler

ando is found in measures 5 k and 5 6 , with extended, inverted
versions in measures 62-63 and 65-66.

Rhythmic diminution

occurs in measure II4.2 of the coda, and augmentation occurs in
measure llj., beats 2 and 3 (based on measure 10, beat 3).

The

development section and what appears to be a "second develop
ment" (measures 96-107) are built, to a great extent, on the
motive

(J..

a diminutive form of the opening chaconne rhythm
) which is first introduced in measure 5*

8I4.-86 the variation J~T3 of m

is found.

In measures

Measure 121 is a
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duple version of measure 32 (see page 23, Example 5 (c )).
The rhythms in measures 133 and 135 are reversed from the
original (measures 2 and 3)» and measure 133 (which should
have the rhythm of measure 2) follows the condensed version
of the principal theme as it appears in the recapitulation
(measure 92, beat 2).

Measures II4.3-II4J4. of the coda are an

extension and rhythmic variation of measures 138 and lij.0.
To accommodate the colorful metric shifts which occur
during the dialogue, the actual barring of measures 7^-86
should be as follows:
k /Q

9■
/8

3/8

2■
/8

2/IjJ

3/lf

3/i;

21
/8
_____2 /8
1

31
/8

3 /8
1

5 /k-

2/lf

7/8

3 /8
3 /k
,3 /8
1
i
1.*—
After measures 87-88 re-establish the true 3/k-

meter, measures 89-90 form a measure of 3/2, the hemiola
effect being achieved through the accented chord and the
shape of the melody.

Measures 108-120 sound very free and

unmetered, due to the many rests and interplay of duplets
and triplets.

The accent on the last chord in measure 137

in the coda gives the feeling of 3/8 meter until measures
llfl-lif2, when the aural impression of meter is the following:
2/if,

3/8,

2/8,

3/8.

Measures Ilf5-llf8 form two measures of

3/2, again for the hemiola effect.
Virtually all the rhythmic figures can be traced to
the Baroque era and Bach, with the possible exception of the
figure £5**, which is derived from Magyar folk music.

This

particular figure serves as a unifying device in the form of
a "rhyme” rhythm which occurs (frequently in the fourth
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measure of a four-measure statement of
often

one of the themes)

in the exposition, recapitulation, and coda (but not

development) sections of this movement:
In principal theme (m.lj.):

J

In secondary theme (m.35):^

J(incorporating
two
£f* rhythmic variations).

The "rhyme" figure occurs in measures 1}., 8, 10, lip, 31, 35,
39, 91}-, 121}., 128 (in an altered version, and throughout the
coda), and as the accompaniment figure to the secondary
theme.

lj-» Compositional Devices

Contrapuntal devices found in this movement include
imitation (exempli gratia measures I4.O—1+2 in the secondary
theme and measures 67-73 in the development) and inversion
(exempli gratia measure 1}.0 in the secondary theme and meas
ure 61 in the development).

Beginning at measure 9, the im

pression of two voices within one line is achieved through
wide spacing and the different tone colors of the G and E
strings.

The dialogue section in the development gives the

impression of four voices (2 plus 2) using the same technique.
Special instrumental effects are mainly restricted to
those of tessitura and range (exempli gratia high on the G
string, high on the A string), brilliant multiple stops, and
drone strings.

Only a few of the less conservative effects,
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such as glissando (measure 11), harmonics (measure 65),
pizzicato (measure 17), and left-hand pizzicato (especially
the very difficult passage at the end in measures li|-5-lij.8)
are used, and these only in places which really require a
special, subtle color.
The movement ends pianissimo with a mood of expect
ancy; it seems to need the ensuing forte, fast Fuga movement
to sound complete.

This recalls the pairing of slow (often

improvisatory, and ending in a half-cadence) and fast (often
imitative or fugal) movements in the Baroque sonata.
the half-cadence effect is here:

Even

the G major ending of the

first movement ("V") leads into the 0 minor ("I") beginning
of the Fuga.1
■^Phe final G major chord of the first movement is not
a true half-cadence, since the movement is on G; it can be
interpreted and heard as such in view of the Fuga1s C minor
beginning.
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CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OP SECOND MOVEMENT
Fuga

1. Form and Harmony

Bart6k was very fond of the imitative technique, as
can be seen in many of his works, notably the first movement
of Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta, the third move
ment of the Third Piano Concerto, the Cantata Profana, and
virtually all of the string quartets, to name a few.

This

movement is probably the only complete, fully developed
fugue in his total output, as can be seen from the discussion
below.

A graph of the form of this movement appears on page

30 (Graph 2).
The fugue consists of the traditional Baroque state
ment, working-out (with episodes and extra entrances), re
statement, and final episode sections, with a transition or
second working-out section joining the restatement and coda.
The presence of a second working-out section may be indicative
of Bartok's fondness for continuous development and variation.
The statement consists of four successively higher subject
entries, the first and third on the tonic level, C minor,
with real answers by the second and fourth voices at the
29
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Graph 2.

Second Movement: Fug a. Formal Superimpositions: Subject Entries,
Tonal Pillars, TempoJ Rhythmic Texture, Polyphonic Density, Dynamics.
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dominant level, G minor.

(Repetition a fifth higher in an

other voice is typical both of the traditional Baroque fugue
and also of Magyar folk music.)

The order and level of en

tries suggest four voices in the order:
and soprano.

bass, tenor, alto,

The working-out contains two episodes, both

built on the transition motive found at the end of the sub
ject (see measure 5), and eight extra entrances.

All en

trances of the subject except one, the restatement, occur in
pairs, including the statement entries, where bass and tenor,
alto and soprano forai subject-and-answer pairs.

The first

two extra entrances, marked as subject entries #5 and #6 on
Graph 2 on page 30» are on F

4t

minor, the tritone level, with

#6 being the first of five inverted subject entries.

These

are presented, one in the top voice and the other in the bot
tom voice, with a sixteenth-note accompaniment figure which
is derived in part from the transition motive (measure 39»
beats 2-3, measure I4.I, beats 2-3 , measure lj.2 , beats 1-2 , and
measure if.6 , beats 1-3)•

The accompaniment figure so effec

tively conceals these extra entrances that the listener may
not be aware of their existence.
The next three pairs of extra entrances (measures 6376 ) are in a slightly slower tempo, in stretto; each dnterlocked pair contains an original and an inverted form of the
■^For myriad examples of repetition a fifth above, see
Bartok's Iflf Violin Duos and the Mikrokosmos, which are based,
respectively, virtually entirely, and heavily, on Magyar folk
music.
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Example 6.

Tonal pillars, showing root movement by
step (major and minor second), perfect
fourth and fifth, third, and tritone.
Subject inversions show dual relationships.

Statement
♦ - .i
W / i

o

Episode
-------------- --- ± - L £ * g £ - - . ",..

»/
.'" T °

H

II

^pisode
(enhamonic)

ZE

k

II

c :I
.

A.

..

h

“^center of mvt.:
context:D major

Extra Entrances
T-Ej-ET

scale:Dorian on u (plus B H)

c•
a

c:

"■ .
-----

#■&-

b«o*

e:I
V
I
Extra Entrances

/>is—
-y ?

Restatement
4^-Episode

cofTEText:D minor
+major (II)
I

context: a? 7
1s
(V I ')
'•context :E
minor-*-major( III)

context:D major *■ Bmaj^sr
(II) +G major-minor

|!xtra Entjsa^ices

]^inal Episode

t5
c:II (pedal)

I (major*added 6th)
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subject.

These partial entries (only the first part of the

subject is presented) are colored by various characteristic
instrumental devices such as pizzicato on six different tonal
levels:

E and B, A and G, P and F .

In each case the inver

sion is on a certain tonal level, but implies a different
tonal level, that of a minor third below.

For instance, the

J±

entrance on B in measure 63 implies Gw minor most strongly,
but it could be heard as the incomplete first inversion of an
E major triad.

What is more important is the tonal ambiva

lence allowed by this procedure.
The full restatement of the subject, on the tonic
level of C minor (measure 77), could be construed either as
a three-voice stretto entry or simply as a homophonically
harmonized version on G, as in the last six extra entrances.
The episode beginning at measure 85 is again built on the
transition motive, and, because an interlocked pair of extra
entries appears (again partial), it might be considered a
second working-out section, rather than just a transition
from the restatement to the final episode.

The final episode

(measure 99) is based on the subject, forming a continuation
of entry #15 (see end of Example 8, page 39).
The movement is built on the C Dorian scale, although
the subject itself already contains a great deal of chromati
cism.

The scale, plus B natural, the leading tone, is stated

explicitly in the upper voice in measures 60-62, beginning on
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The placement of the G minor tonal pillars tends to
make possible the perception of the movement as a quasi-monothematic sonata-allegro form, thus:

exposition, measures 1-

35 (transition beginning in measure 21); development, meas
ures 36-76, containing partial and changed entries on various
tonal levels; recapitulation, measures 77-98 (transition be
ginning in measure 85), and coda, measures 99-107*
Measures 88-92 reveal a pedal point on D (major-plusminor), the dominant-of-the-dominant level (II).

Rather

than progressing directly to the dominant level, the harmony
seems to shift down a half-step to D
this sounds like B

(entry #1^— actually

minor) and again down a half-step to the

tonic G minor (entry #15) before cadencing on the dominant G
in measure 98 just prior to the final episode.

Another, more

clear, example of chromatic stepwise root movement can be
found at the end of the first episode in measures 32-3 5 :
A-B -B natural-(G).

Root movement in this movement is basi

cally by step (either minor or major second), with root move
ment by perfect fourth or fifth, third, and tritone also oc
curring, in decreasing order of frequency (see Example 6 on
page 3 2 ).
Modulation occurs in the subject itself (G minor to
F^) and thus in each subsequent entrance of the subject.
Episode modulation is often effected by a change in direction
of the half-step interval between the third and fourth notes
of the transition motive (compare the "tonal11 ending of the
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first real answer in measure 10 with the original in measure
5).
The area of climax (measures 63-8I4.) is enhanced bydensity of effects, stretto, number of voices (apparently
four throughout this area), the many changes in the subject,
and tempo (slightly more deliberate, to set off this section).
The high point of the climax area occurs in the middle of
this area, at measure 77 (restatement), which is exactly
three-quarters of the way through the entire movement.
The note

(tritone from C) is important 1) because

it is the climax of the subject, 2 ) because it is found at
the exact center of the movement (measure 5 4 )» and 3 ) because
it is the choice of tonal level for the first pair of extra
entrances.

Also there is some root movement by tritone beJL

tween tonal pillars other than G and P .
Vertical dissonance is the result of linear counter
point (exempli gratia measure 6 2 ), drone strings (measures
88-92), and the planing (use in parallel motion) of inter
vals such as seconds (measure 74» also appearing in the final
episode as added sixths), and ninths (measures 71-74)•

A

majority of chords are the same types as one encounters in
the fugues for unaccompanied violin by Bach, but the chords,
often the result of simultaneous non-harmonic tones, are of
ten resolved differently, not at all, or are planed.
The harmonic rhythm is quicker and the harmony more
ambivalent in the entry sections, while the harmonic rhythm
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Example 7.

Fuga;

Subject: (first entry)

i

! 2 3 4
In order

Order of appearance of twelve tones,

contouring (appearance of new high
est and
lowest
pitches)
11
ft»)
Tritone

I

8 chromatic tones within a perfect
fifth (total range of neas. 1-5)•

Countersubject only: (second entry)(m.6-10). A missing. 11
I---------------------------- n--- „ chromatic tones within a
minor seventh.
.

4 5 6 ^ j 9 10 11
New tones in countersubject extend range of subject:

TFT
Complete order and placement of 12 tones, simply as they first
Subject___________________Real answfii1 u appear:

.ft

- "t>» 4* b* _ b* *
1 2 3 4
5 67

8
*Note "leading tone" relationship of
climax of subject and real answer.

Order of appearance of tones within m. 6-10, including pickup P
S. 1

I

2

10
p

-

11

Range

Total Range
(F is mis
sing).

...

)jv -+■
C.s.3 4 5 6 7 - 8 , 9
.
k
rdejr^of appearance of^tones within m. 11-1^5, inj^hiding pickup P

s

\nr
T
i
-ZF
TT
Ordei^ o f appearance of tones within m.l6-ij!(D, in^^iding pickup P

ill

-V4h
~&0b-#-

b-e-
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is slower and the harmony is more functional in the episodes.
This is exactly opposite from the situation usually encoun
tered in a Bach fugue, where the entries anchor the piece
tonally, while the episodes provide the hamonic freedom.

2. Motives and Melody

Example 7 on page 36 shows the order of appearance of
the twelve semitones of the octave.

The subject contains the

eight chromatic tones between B and

(a perfect fifth),
Id

opening out or "fanning out" from the G-E

beginning motto.

The contouring or shaping of the subject in terms of new
highest and lowest pitches is shown next.

The countersubject

to the first answer contains eleven of the semitones of the
Id

octave (A

is missing), arranged within a minor seventh A to

G, which in effect extends the subject by three tones:
B , and G.
voice.

The A

A,

occurs in the first answer in the top

The complete order and placement of the twelve tones,

simply as they appear from the very beginning, is given next
in Example 7*

All tvrelve tones appear by measure 8, beat 2.
M.

Note the leading tone relationship of
of subject and beginning of real answer).

and G (climax point
Next in Example 7

are given the order of appearance of the twelve tones within
each five-measure subject-entry segment.
The countersubject (measures 6-10) begins with a com
pressed and partially inverted variant of the transition in .
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Example 8.
Puga.

Chart showing transformations of subject.
Transition
r-Motive

Risoluto, non troppo vivo $ « 116

(s»l 6r)
n

n n

n

n n n_______ n n n

n

ft w

n n ft rt

J♦ '
♦ '•
-»• ' - "
5,#‘"
Real answer (except at end). Compromise on bowing. Note change,
f 'T ^
s

rb

<z

•#•4'

>**►£»+• <1 tCMl

i( t*m»

Jt .

TT
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Example 8, continued.
Jrto

3

a
rj

44 3

jm' .. -SfJk-l

^

Goda:
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measure 5.

One could even suggest that the countersubject

may begin in measure 5, since that is the point where the
change to legato character occurs.

The countersubject is im

portant motivically only to the extent to which it provides
legato contrast to the subject and is related to the very im
portant transition motive.
Example 8 (pages 38-39) shows the thematic ohanges
which occur in the subject in the course of fifteen entries.
»

Since every entry subsequent to the subject is changed in a
unique way, there seem to be a "theme" and fourteen "varia
tions."

The subject is marcato, all down bows.

Entry #2 has

some compromises in the bowing and an adjustment in the transition motive of the half-step interval to A-A , rather than
A-B .

Entry #3 is more dense, with eighth-note repetitions

of some tones and some shifts of rests near the end.

Entry

#i|. further elaborates on the changes made in entry #3, intro
ducing the sixteenth-note pulse and octave displacement.
Entry #5 has rhythmic and melodic variations and is elongated
by two measures.

Entry #6, the first inverted entry, lacks

the second motive of the subject (id est third, fourth, and
fifth notes) and the accompanying voice supplies a missing
note in hocket style.

The intervals near the end are adjust

ed slightly to allow the entry to finish on E instead of on G.
Partial entries #7 and #8 appear together in stretto
and form an echo or dialogue effect because of the placement
of the rests in the subject.

The notes are doubled, in
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unisons and in sixteenth-note repetitions, in #7, and entry
#8 features pizzicato in three different ways, including
double stops two octaves apart.

Here the two entries cross

and expand, #7 descending and #8 rising as well as expanding
outward.

Partial entries #9 and #10 continue the apparent

four-voice texture begun with #7 and #8; the stretto is now
much closer together because the re3ts are shorter; there is
some counterpoint in #9, snap pizzicato and pizzicato glissando in #10, and there is an exchange of the fourth motive
at the end.

In partial entry #11 and #12, the top voice

rather than the bottom voice is the inverted form of the sub
ject.

The subject lacks the third motive in entry #11; it is

sounded first with a drone A and then in parallel ninths,
while entry #12 is arco glissando with a single pizzicato,
and harmonized with thirds at the end.
Entry #13 is complete, in three voices, basically in
planing but with counterpoint added.

It is the most extended

version (8^ measures) of the subject and gives the impression
of rhythmic augmentation.

The end (transition motive) gener

ates the following episode in a very direct manner.

Entry

#lij. is the shortest entrance of the subject, only two motives
long; here the inverted lower voice appears first in the
stretto-pair and the original temporal spacing of the motives
reappears.

Entry #15 recalls the restatement, and together

the two entries give the impression of five voices.
nal episode is an extension of entry #15; it becomes
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k.2

fragmented and disappears to ppp on a glissando; then the
v

subject motto C-E

returns forte for the last time.

A fugue is by its nature a very unified form; this
fugue is further unified by a transition motive.

Variety

results from the constant variations in both the subject and
the transition motive.
the following ways:

The transition motive is varied in

1) rearrangement of the pattern of half-

and whole-steps, for example, the inverted, rhythmically altered form in measure 21:

A-B-C -D -E; 2) inversion, of

which there are many examples (some of the inversions could
be considered retrograde); 3) interruption of the six notes
of the motive by a single note or octave, for example, meas
ures 27 and 32; 1^) expansion of intervals, measure 3 k (it is
also an "interrupted" form); 5) melodic variation, measure
5 3 J &) rhythmic alteration, measure 54- (also incorporated are
other changes and point of imitation) and measure 85 (diminu
tion); 7) parallel sixths (measures 57 and 62); 8) fragmenta
tion, measure 58; and 9) extension by linking two or more
cells, measures 85-86 and 87.
Measures 75-76 feature a form of the B-A-C-H motive,
appropriately honoring the composer whose unaccompanied
violin works and imitative technique served as models for
/
Bartok.
The Magyar augmented second Bb -C # appears in meas
ure 52.
The subject entries feature various forms of counter
point.

The statement entries are accompanied by the legato
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counter3ubject material.

The first two extra entrances are

worked into arpeggio and drone-string textures, respectively.
The rest3 in the restatement entry of the subject are filled
in with decorative flourishes, giving the impression of a
fourth voice.

The stretto pairs need no accompaniment, al

though they employ a similar kind of flourish (runs in fifths)
to "break off" the partial entries.

3. Rhythm

The subject is typical of Bartok's fugue and fugato
subjects in its use of rests to create tension and drama (see
his Fifth Quartet).

Bach, in the fugue from the Toccata,

Adagio and Fugue in C Major, also employs rests in the sub*
ject to the same end.

The countersubject, in contrast, uses

relaxed, even eighth notes.
Some of the rhythmic variations of both subject and
transition motive have already been noted.

These include ex

tension (entry #13— almost augmentation) and compression (en
tries #9-12 in stretto).

Entries #5 and #6 show considerable

change in the original dramatic rhythm of the subject; this
is a principal factor in the apparent concealment of the two
entries.

The final episode, generated by the subject rhythm,

takes on a syncopated, even "jazzy," character.

Rhythmic

transformations of the transition motive include diminution
(measure 85), retrograde in diminution (measure 88), and a
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"flattened" version of the diminution in triplets (measures
90-92).
As noted previoxisly, the slower tempo sets off the
area of climax (measures 63-8I4.), while a poco allargando sig
nals the approaching final episode.
Although the 4/4 meter is unchanged in the printed
score, the actual meter shifts in several places.
becomes:

3/8* 3/8, 2/8.

Measure 35

Measures 61 and 62 can be heard in

several ways, depending upon whether the aural emphasis is
placed on the upper or lower voices.
compressed into:

2 /8

2 /8

L , - ........

i

3 /8
V n

Entry pair #9-10 is
3 /8

I4./8
I

I

I4./8
I

3 /8
In

3/8 , while pair #1 1 -1 2 creates a slightly different pattern:
2/8
«-- -

2/8
«

3/8

3/8

4/8

4/8

4 /8

2/8

4 /8
* .

Meas-

ures 101-103 of the final episode might be divided into meas
ures as follows:

3/4 plus six measures of 3/8.

4. Compositional Devices

The polyphonic density can be broken down into cate
gories and approximate numbers of measures and percentages as
follows:

two voices (54; 5>0$), three voices (26; 25$), one

voice (21; 20$), and four voices (6; 5$)»

However, as has

been previously noted, there are frequently more voices sug
gested than are actually present.

For instance, the fourth

statement entry suggests four voices;

the subject in the top

voice.and countersubject imitation in the lower three voices.
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Measure I4.5 implies three, if not four, voices and measure 57
suggests four voices.

All of the paired stretto entries sug

gest four voices (the last pair actually imply five), while
the flourishes in the restatement section seem to represent a
fourth voice.

The voices which are "implied” frequently make

clever use of contrary and oblique motion, offsetting the
parallel motion which is the result of a fair amount of
planing.
Some of the idiomatic instrumental effects have al
ready been noted;

the down bows of the first subject entry;

and the pizzicato double stops, pizzicato glissando, and snap
pizzicato of the area of climax.
movement are:

Other effects U3ed in this

snap pizzicato double stops (measure 6 9 ),

glissando on perfect fifths (measures 70 and 105), fingered
quasi-glissando (measure 65), trills (measures 82-8 3 ), drone
strings D and A plus melody in the fourth position on the G
string (measures 88-92), and left-hand pizzicato (measures
103-lOlj.).

Bariolage, using the E and A strings, is found in

measures 14.5-1+9.

Difficult chords abound, made so by the high

positions.
The Fug a is in general louder than the first movement,
and the dynamics tend to support the form (see Graph 2 on
page 30).

They range from ff to ppp, though predominantly

forte; the Baroque era is evoked in the use of "terraced"
dynamics in measures 88-92.
Bartok* s Fug a is more condensed in time and texture
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than any of Bach’s fugues for unaccompanied violin, lasting
less than four minutes.

It differs from Bach’s works also in

its longer subject, fewer subject entries, and greater vari
ations of the subject.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OP THIRD MOVEMENT
Melodia

1. Form and Harmony

The third movement is oast in ternary form:

ABA'.

It

is one of Bart6k's most elegant "night music" movements, of
which the orig.inal is the fourth movement from his piano suite
Out of Doors (1926).^

The A section is a lovely monophonic

song of four phrases, each ending with a similar "rhyme cell,"
marked "w" on Graph 3 on page i|8.

The muted, slightly faster

B section is a sensitive four-phrase modal chorale-like mel
ody, haraionized with chords, trills, and fingered tremolos.
Again, each phrase contains a rhyme cell at the end, the first
two (tremolos) marked "x," the next one, a scalar passage
which sounds like the rushing wind, marked ’'Xj 1' and the last,
a bird call, marked "_z" (see Example 9 (a-d) on page ij-9).
Then follows A', a four-phrase variation on A.
tempo resumes in the fourth phrase of B . )

(The original

In section A 1, the

first two phrases, marked a'w and b 1w , are variations on the
respective phrases aw and bw of A.

The third phrase c 1z is a

variation on _c of A, but with the bird call rhyme cell z of B.
naisey Stevens, The Life and Music of Bela Bartok
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1 9 $ 3 )> pp. 1314--135.

k7
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Graph 3.

Third Movement: Melodia: Ternary Form. Formal Superimpositions:
Tempo, Phrase Structure, Final Notes, Tonal Pillars, Rhythmic Texture,
Polyphonic Density, Dynamics, Use of Mute.
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Example 9 (a-d).

Hhyme cells w, x, j_, and z.

A second variation on ja of A, in a tempo slightly slower than
Tempo I, takes the place of a variation on the phrase d.,
creating the effect of a coda.

The music vanishes in double

harmonics without the rhyme cell ending.
the movement are very clear.

The divisions of

In A the phrase lengths are

irregular and the harmony is ambiguous, while B, the chorale,
contains phrases of equal lengths, the fourth phrase being
extended to approximately the length of five measures through
the use of two fermate, and the harmony is more functional
than in A.

Section B is the area of climax of this movement,

but there is no single dramatic moment of climax.

The rap

turous, somewhat shortened A* section again features phrases
of various lengths and even more ambiguous harmony than in A.
The coda effect is achieved by 1) use of the bird call
rhyme cell _z from B (instead of w), 2) the use of a caesura
over the sixteenth rest in measure 61}., 3) the use of the
phrase _a instead of one based on ci, and ij.) the use of a
slightly slower tempo.
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The timing3 of the three sections of the movement
account for the following aural proportions and percentages:
A (2*I4J4.") = k3%»

A:B:A' * 161;:93:125 = approximately
B (1133" )“ 2k-%» and A ' (2’05” ) = 33% •

More clearly than in

either of the previous two movements, the various parameters
as shown on Graph 3 on page ij.8 tend to support the ternary
form.

Only tempo blurs the ABA' outline.
The scale used at the beginning of the movement and

again at A 1 (see Example 10 (a) on page

5D

seems to approxi-

y.

mate the Mixolydian mode on B ; a strongly pentatonic charac
ter prevails in the first measure, except for the chromatic
escape tone G^.

The chorale melody of the B section can be

interpreted enharmonic ally to be in the Dorian mode on E,
with three cadences on C , the sixth scale degree, and the
last one on E, the tonic (see Example 10 (b) on page

5D»

The range of the chorale melody (see Example 10 (c )) is a
perfect fifth (enharmonic).

The ambitus of the scale (id est

mode) seems to be C^-C^ as defined by the scalar rhyme cell
jj

the character of the scalar passage is that of the Lydian

mode, due to some chromatic alterations.

Since E is a tri-

v

tone away from B , the tonal level on which the A section is
built, and since Bartok so frequently chose the tritone level
for a development section or a middle section in a movement,
E seems more likely than any of the other tones in the chorale
melody to be the main and final tonal pillar in the B section.
Root movement between tonal pillars, in order of
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Example
10 (a).

10

(a-c).

Melodic characteristics.

k Lfkrise
) -----i_
h

Arrangement of first 6
tones, showing pentatonic
basis:

Order of introduction
of twelve tones:
k>kr*s«.

■■o b o--------- — ■ a u
°---------- ----------------------- Ho-*-------n

Scale of A section:

-------------------- -—H-p—
—

= = S S * t 2 = * = ^ - 9 - & ------- ti

Mixolydian on B :

tic es
cape tone

btr -& ~
Scale of B section melody only (enharmonic), using E a.s final:
* cE * : # ° E E
I—

— ■
»-g-

(all melody tones)
(finals and beginning tones cn]y)
Sc^ale form most likely E Dorian with chromatic alterations:

%

:---fep.— y q ,
=B
-g~
... zn
+ chromatic alterations

gap

10 (b).
»

3 0 K

Chorale melody (enharmonic):

- r

. _ _ .f B-i _ fri . _____ ____

7^pzzjEz

-j) H o-

&

hp-

=^==&=f=^Srf=t.

.jftpp p ^

|>< iif f pp.." fr n - ! * f

^

.ivr-frr

q r T T I ^ - y - ;:l f ^

(et'l

10 (c).

Melody range (enharmonic):
perfect fifth

-ffinals
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Example 11 (a-b).
11 (a).

Harmony.

Tonal pillars of entire movement:
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11 (b).
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decreasing frequency of occurrence, proceeds by third, by
step, by perfect fourth or fifth, and by tritone (see Example
11 (a) on page 52).

If the chorale harmonization (Example

11 (b) on page $ 2 ) is perceived enharmonically in E Dorian,
the basic pattern is:

phrase 1:

minor (IV-VI); phrase 3 '
phrase Ip:

P^ (II); phrase 2:

A-C^

D-C^ major-minor (VII-VI); and

D-E major-minor (VII-I).

The rhyme cells pro

vide colorful harmonies between the four phrases of the cho
rale itself during the rhyme cells.

The parenthetical har

mony of the B section results from the abundance of inver
sions, the use of planing (especially unresolved seventh
chords, measures I4.5-I4.6), and the frequency of major-minor
chords and change of mode.

This accounts in part for the

somewhat restless, yet hypnotic character of this section.
Although the B section is more functional than the A section,
it never comes to a concrete resting point, but rather "hov
ers" about the implied tonal levels.

Non-haimonic tones have

meaning as such only in the B section; the harmonic implica
tions in the A and A ’ sections are too indistinct and ambigu
ous for the definition of some tones as non-harmonic and oth
ers as chord tones.

Note the leading tone relationship of

the note A at the end of the first bird call rhyme cell z_
*L_

and the note B

which occurs at the beginning of the A ’ sec

tion (measures I4.8—14.9 ).
The spacing of the vertical interval of a tenth in
measures 30-36 creates a hollow effect, as do the
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chromatically varied scalar passage in measures I4.3-I4IJ. and the
double stops of a perfect fifth in harmonics at the end.

2. Motives and Melody

The A section is reminiscent of the opening violin
solo monologue in the second movement of Bartok*s Violin
Sonata No. 1, as well as of the second theme of the first
movement of the work under discussion.

The B section is

reminiscent of the chorale sections in the slow movements of
his Fifth Quartet and the use of the tremolo harks back to
the fifth variation in the slow movement of his Violin Con
certo.

Probably the chorale melody was not borrowed from an

existing source but rather was newly composed by Bartok,
since he rarely used actual quotations from any sources (in
cluding his collection of more than a thousand folk melodies)
in his later works.

Folk elements present are the Magyar

melodic fourth, the pentatonic character of the opening
phrase, and the imitation of the cimbalom"*" in the tremolos of
the B section.
Contrasts between the A and B sections include those
of tempo, phrase length, scale (id est mode), rhythmic tex
ture (A is based on eighth notes, B on quarter notes and
tremolos), polyphonic density (A is monophonic, B poly- and
■*"The cimbalom is a dulcimer-like Hungarian folk instru
ment always played in tremolo style with two mallets.
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horaophonic), dynamics (A is basically piano, B mezzo piano),
use of mute (A is open, B muted in two of the four mute-use
possibilities), melodic curve (A moves around more than B),
and ambitus (A has a greater range than B).

Both A and B

contain four phrases, of which the first three resemble each
other and the fourth is somewhat different in melodic curve.
In A, phrases a., Id , and £ rise in the center and fall toward
the end (each starting on a successively higher pitch level),
while phrase d starts high and descends to a low B

cadence.

In B the first three phrases (see Example 10 (b) on page 5 D
have similar shapes and harmonizations (marked "e" on Graph
3 on page lf.8) and all end on 0^, while the fourth phrase, f_,
is slower, lower, and entirely planed, as well as having a
slightly different shape and final note, E,

The tessitura of

A stays both higher and lower for longer periods in A than in
B.

The melodic interval of a tritone is found in A (measures

1, 7> 12, and 26— once in each phrase) but not in B.
Among the changes which characterize A' as a variation
of A are the use of 1) more elaborate rhythmic figures, 2)
melodic embellishments, including expansion and compression
of intervals, octave displacement, and internal phrase exten
sions, 3) almost twice as many melodic tritone intervals as
in A (measures 1+9, 5^4- and 56, 59 and 60, 65 and 66), ij.) high
er range and tessitura both than in A (the highest note in
the movement is P in the last double stop), 5) wider dynamic
range than in A, even though the phrase lengths are shorter
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as is the overall timing, and 6) all of the effects cited
previously which are meant to suggest a coda.
The A section itself contains some immediate develop
ment and variation of the initial phrase; in a sense, phrases
b_, £, and d are all extensions of the phrase a. idea.

Phrase

d is a particularly good example of extensions, rhythmic al
terations, and sequences (see Example 12 below); other tech
niques used in A include intervallic expansion and compres
sion and variations of the rhyme cell w, the latter charac
terized by its rhythm, implied 3/8 meter, and slurring, more
than by certain pitches.
Example 12.

Phrase d in section A:
development.

immediate

riiyHimc c m m ffn s ia *

w §
+rit*n« -from E.®
•nee.

|l

m

vWythmic *w^«ninUtien

Inijor H ir i ix W B

p*.

(eirtv*Y»te)

+■* pr>'

Cell #2 extends cell #1, same level.
Cell #3 extends cell #2 (with rhythmic compression),
tritone below (sequence).

Cell #5 extends coll #ip (particle of cell #3)> with
rhythmic augmentation and extra note (passing
tone), major third below (sequence).
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3. Rhythm

As has been noted, the differences in rhythmic texture
between sections help provide contrast and thus support for
the ternary form.

The A section contains, in addition to

rhythmic augmentation and compression, many subtle, implied
meter changes in addition to the uniform implied meter of
phrase w.

The A 1 section uses as variations of rhythm ex

changes of duplets for triplets (exempli gratia measure i}.9 )»
free rhapsodic variation (exempli gratia measure 60), and
rhythms caused by the melodic decoration of long notes (ex
empli gratia measure 5 0 ).
In B, the effect of a fermata over the final note of
each chorale phrase is created by the use of the rhyme cells
x,

and _s.

The trills and tremolos, as noted previously,

have as much rhythmic as melodic function.

The syncopation

in measure I1I4. caused by the eighth rest creates the impres
of 9 /8 plus 7 /8 meter rather than two

sion in measures
measures of I4./I4..

The freedom of the bird call (piu volta,

ad libitum) provides rhythmic interest by temporarily sus
pending meter.

The harmonic rhythm is slow throughout the

movement, including A and A ’, to the extent that a harmonic
outline may be perceived.
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Ij.. Compositlonal Devices

The use of the mute is left to the discretion of the
performer.

There are four opportunities for its use (see

Graph 3 on page I4.8 ):

1) play with mute on from measure 30 to

the middle of 61).— this appears in the printed score as the
preferred use; 2) play with mute on for measures 30-^8 only—
this appears in the printed score as an ad libitum alterna
tive; 3) play the movement entirely with mute; and ij.) play it
entirely without mute.

Bartok mentioned these last two alter

natives to Menuhin in a letter, an extract of which appears
in the introductory remarks to the printed score.
generalconsiderations
the use

Aside from

of timbre, mood, and dynamic level,

of the mute as in the first option helps to emphasize

the coda effect, while its use as in the second option tends
to emphasize the B section contrast of the ternary form.
The special "night music" string-instrument devices
present include harmonics, tremolos, trills, and bird calls,
as well as the idiomatic veiled color of the high positions
on the G, D, and A strings.

This movement appears to be the

easiest of the four to play, but great difficulties arise in
attempting to both play the tenths in the B section in tune
and yet

execute thetremolos properly.

the B section seems to be

The dynamic level in

greater than mezzo piano,due both

to the increase in number of voices and the constant activity
of the tremolos and trills.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF FOURTH MOVEMENT
Presto

1. Form and Harmony

The fourth movement is in the form of a rondo, with
unusual fragmentation of the rondo sections in the latter
part of the movement (perhaps suggesting a relation to arch
form).

It could be called either a rondo-fantasy, or a rondo

with a development section near the end:
ment, B ’, Coda.

A, B, A 1, Develop

The tonal pillars G major and G minor tend

to define the movement in four large, more or less equal,
segments, each lasting a little more than a minute:

1) A,

2) B, 3) A ’ and C, and 1+) Development of B and A, B', and
Coda (see Graph i+ on page 60).

However, some parameters tend

to define the following division of the movement into four
parts:

1) A, 2) B, 3) A 1, and 1+) New Material (C), Develop

ment of B and A, and Coda.

These parameters are:

1) the use

of open strings plucked with the left hand (marked phrase T
on graph 1+ on page 60) to link A, B, A* , and C; 2) the mute
b
changes during the same phrases T; and 3) the strong A (Nea
politan level) tonal pillars which appear at measures 270
(section C), 332+ (an A section), and.3^5 (the second part of
59
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Graph ij., Fourth Movement: Presto: Rondo Form. Formal Superimpositions:
tions, Phrases, Tonal Pillars, Tempo, Use of Mute, Dynamics.
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B " ).

Tempo and dynamics tend to support either plan of di

viding the movement into four large sections, since they are
uniquely associated with the motivic material.

The tempo

change, to tranquillo, J- = circa 88, is associated with section
G (plus the first eight measures of the coda, which is B ma
terial).

The A material is presented basically at a pianis

simo level, B material at a forte level, and C material at a
piano level of dynamics.
The total number of measures containing A material is
189 (k-5%) > B material is found in 179 measures (lj.3$)» and C
material occurs in $ 0 measures (12 $ ) ,

In terms of actual

elapsed time, the total of B material approaches that of A,
because it contains many short-term tempo alterations such as
ritardandi.

Since the'C material is entirely in a slower

tempo, the percentage of C material in time becomes somewhat
larger, while that of both A and B become somewhat smaller.
The root movement between the tonal pillars, in order
of decreasing frequency of occurrence, is:

by third, by step,

by perfect fourth or fifth, and by tritone (see Example 13 (a)
on page 62), the same priority of intervals as is found in
the first and third movements; the second movement favors the
root movement priority:

by step, by perfect fourth or fifth,

by third, and by tritone.
Planing is used in the form of parallel double stops
in the following measures:

major or minor sixths, measures

120-123, 125-127,. and 330-332; perfect fifths, measures
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Example 13*

13 (a).

Harmony.

Tonal pillars (note strong Neapolitan (II) pillars),
,ae

lo\

lot

■»rrr^-

~7T

£

■aw*.?1'

bTT

VI

g: I

VII

V

I

VI

I

VI

II
■e

>70

I

—
±s

g:
13 (b).

~

377
-¥0b*
II

II

37?

37?

£
b-zr

^
III

/

V

VII

II

III

Use of quarter-tones.

Original version (beginning):
-f-f-

-4-+-

1r
Printed version (beginning), showing expanded intervals:
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201-220 and 2)4.5-2)4.8; tritones (glissando), measures 35 ^ -2 56;
and major ninths, measures 2lj.9-25l and ij.O3-i4.05.
ures understandably exhibit

le s 3

These meas

harmonic function than

other parts of the movement.
Quarter-tones were used in the fourth movement in the
original manuscript, now located in the Bartok archives in
New York City, but they do not appear in the published score.
Ove Nordwall, in an article entitled "The Original Version of
Bartok’s Sonata for Solo Violin," includes the original ver
sions of essentially all of the measures involving quartertones; the ones not given are the parallel measures in re
peats and extensions of the same material (see Example 13 (b)
on page 62).^
tones are:

A (x,

ures 201-220.
vice:

The sections involving the use of quarterand z), measures 1-92, and A ’ (x), meas

The microtones function as a structural de

the movement proceeds from microtonic chromaticism in

the beginning to major diatonicism at the end.

However,

Even before he sent the completed score to Menuhin,
Bartok had some doubts about the practicability of these
passages, and in the half-page appendix of 'alternatives'
that he provided at the end of the manuscript he noted
down the ordinary chromatic version that appears in the
published score. Menuhin shared Bart6k's doubts, and
feeling that the technical problem of giving the micro
tones adequate definition on the muted G string in fast
tempo was too difficult, if not impossible, to solve, he
has always performed the ordinary chromatic version. Un
fortunately it was not established before Bartqk's death
whether he wished this version to appear as the defini
tive and sole text in the published score, and Menuhin,
although still doubtful of the effectiveness of the
^Ove Nordwall, "The Original Version of Bartok's Sonata
for Solo Violin,'* Tempo, LXXIV (Autumn 1965)* P* 2-i4..
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microtonal version, now feels that this version should
have been printed beside the alternative, "if only as a
curiosity."
Robert Mann was the first artist to record the microtonal
version; Yehudi Menuhin recorded, of course, the printed one.

2. Motives and Melody

This movement is reminiscent of Bartok’s Divertimento
for Strings and of the last movements of both of his earlier
Sonatas for Violin and Piano.

A few short segments in this

movement recall moments in the previous movements:

measures

I4.6-I4.9 recall measure 110 of the first movement (Tempo di
Ciaccona) and measures 85-92 recall measures 111 and III4. of
the first movement, while measures 185-188 recall measure
102 of the second movement (Fuga).
Sections A and B contain the phrases x>

£, and T

and a., b, _c, &, _e, and T respectively; T is a transition
phrase.

Section G contains the sole phrase .f which is pre

sented three times.

Various rearrangements of and changes in

the phrases take place in the course of the many alternations
of A, B, and C material, especially during the latter part of
the movement, as can be seen from Graph 1+ on page 60.

In

general, both the sections and the phrases within them become
increasingly shorter as the movement progresses.
Section A, phrase x contains extensions, sequences,
1Ibid., p. 3.
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and repetitions of the opening motive; phrase j is a form of
intervallic expansion of phrase x (compare measures 33-3ij.
with 3“4)j and phrase

contains a sequence under the drone

F » followed by transitions (phrase T),

Section B, phrase a

contains a sequence with extension, and a folk-like subphrase
once on D and once on A, elaborating phrase a..

Phrase b con

tains a sequence on a motive which "fans out" from F^, hidden
by octave displacement (see Example 1q. below).

Phrase c_ con

tains a sequence on measures 139-lqi which involves both com
pression of length and extension of the motive.

Phrase d is

a joyful double stop passage in E major which is extended by
a sequence hidden again by octave displacement and repeti-.
tions in octave displacement of the motive D^-F^.

Phrase a

returns to begin the second part of B in measure 163; phrase
a. is developed by a series of three sequences, an example of
development of variation already occurring during a statement
section, so typical of Bartok.

Phrase e is a short rhythmic

figure in G minor, followed by the transition phrase T.
Example lij..

Measures 128-133 actually form the fol
lowing, hidden by octave displacement:

)---------------------------- --------------J
ft

zzff.0,,

v.

qo
"

"o:

:

?

-to /■>

i

. —

1it1

sequence of same.

Section A ’ is a version of A on E*3 instead of on G,
shortened by thirty-one measures.

Phrase x is two-thirds

as long as it was in the original, and is now presented in
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parallel perfect fifths.

Phrases _z and ^ are rearranged,

with js occurring next, interrupted by £.
curs in parallel fifths.
the last time here.

Part of £ also oc

The transition phrase T occurs for

Section G features the lyrical phrase £

first on A^, then in inversion on C (in P), linked by a se
quence version (in measures 289 -29 1 ) of measures 278 - 280 .
Then phrase £ is presented in the original form on C in imi
tation, with extensions, again involving a sequence on meas
ures 278 - 280 , this time with octave displacement.
Next occur two sets of alternations between B and A
material.

Bja appears for twenty-two measures on G, then Aj_

appears for fifteen measures on A*5.

B_a appears again but in

a compressed and truncated form for only three measures on
Id
B , then

appears for five measures only on D

b

in a paral

lel tritone version of its appearance, beginning in measure
33I4..

These four shortened sections are followed by a restate

ment of B, with rearranged and fragmented phrases.

Section B

is designated B' here because, especially when it is linked
with the phrase _e material of the coda, it contains all of
the phrases found in the original B section statement.

Phrase

a. on B^ is represented by the first motive only, for five
measures; phrase Id on B natural is an inverted, shortened ver
sion of the original.

Phrase d occurs next, with the repeated

minor third now inverted to F -D , compressed and extended.
The repeat of phrase a. begins deceptively on A , but appears
for only two measures; motives from phrases c_ (one measure)
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and d (two measures) follow in close alternation, followed by
phrase j3 again, extended. Tho coda (tranquil!o) begins with
b
Be_ material on B in slightly altered form, thus completing
the restatement of. B 1, making the coda seem less well defined
as a separate section of the movement.

Next follows an

eight-measure version of phrase f. of C, also on B , involving
compression (elimination of the second measure), rhythmic
change (JT3 instead of«T33in measure 1+08), and reversal of meas
ures 1|.09—ij-10 (see original, measures 273-271+) with extension,
pianississimo.

Tempo I resumes for the last five measures,

using a motive from Bc_.
Each of the main motivic sections A, B, and C is based
on its own scale or mode (see Example 1 $ on page 68).

Sec

tion A is based on what some would term a ’’gapped synthetic
scale." This section is very chromatic, especially if the
quarter-tone version is used.

Note the chromatic scales in

measures 336-337 and 35i+-35>6.

The tonal pillars in this secVv

tion yield another synthetic scale:
it

V\

G, B , D , D natural,

E , E natural, F , and G, basically G minor.

Section B is in

the Phrygian mode on G, harmonized as G minor with a flat
leading tone.

Section C is built on the gapped synthetic

scale A13, Bbt*, C, Eb , Fb , Gb , G natural, and Ab , having as
its basis A*3 major because of the major triad A^-C-E13.

The

scale in the last five measures of the movement is interest
ing, for it gradually shifts from one mode on G to another.
The first octave contains G Phrygian mode; the second, G
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natural minor through the changes A natural and E natural;
and the third, G major, containing, however,
n

and the di~

*
1*

minished third changing tones 0 W and E , so typical of the
mature Bartok.
Example 15.

Scales associated with sections A, B,
and C.
b
G synthetic scale,
G Phrygian mode,
A synthetic scale,
ection A.
Section B.
Section CL. l „ b-e— ..........
------- -- --------------------fr--""—
bnblx>jj2fro e I L
-Q-+

+

1

..

T

=

I gap
augmented 2nd

75

gaps: although Db
could be considered
Q> , an augmented 2nd.

Certain sizes of intervals characterize the material
in each section.

Section A material contains small intervals,

especially the minor second.

Within the section B material,

phrases are differentiated in this respect:

phrase a. is char

acterized by the perfect fourth and major second; phrase b,
<i, and e_, by wide leaps; and phrase c. is scalar.

Section C

material is characterized by the major and minor third and
minor second.
The pitch range widens with each succeeding section,
and, within section A, with each succeeding phrase, thus:
Section Phrase Range
A

x
%

_z

minor seventh (g to f'j
octave plus tritone (b to^eM ) n
octave plus minor sixth (b to f 5 1)
JL

Total of A:

octave plus major seventh (g to fr '1)
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Section Phrase Range
B

a

F

c
c[
je

two octaves plus major seventh (g to
*)
three octaves (g to g " 1)
„
two octaves plus tritone (c ’ to r L 11)
three octaves plus minor second (g^ to a 111 1}
two octaves plus minor second (g to a * *)

Total of B:
G

f

two octaves plus major second (g to a11!)

three octaves plus major sixth (g to f^ittt)

Total of C, and of the entire movement:

the above.

The highest note in the movement (f^Mt t) occurs in the
eleventh measure of the C section, which is exactly twothirds of the way through the movement.
The movement has a lighter polyphonic texture than the
preceding movements, especially the first and second ones.
One voice is predominant, with some chords, and a few passages
in double stops, mostly planed (id est in parallel motion) and
thus with lessened contrapuntal value.
Polk influences include the melodic augmented second,
especially in section C, repetition a fourth below (exempli
gratia measure 123), the many Magyar melodic fourths (exempli
gratia measures IO 3 -IOI4., 107, and especially 110-117), and
the rhythm /J. in section B, phrase b.

3* Rhythm

Rhythmic texture is used to help differentiate the
various sections.

A contains virtually nothing but motoric

sixteenth notes.

Within B the phrases are differentiated as
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follows:

phrase a., a dotted figure in hemiola; phrase b,

phrase c_, sixteenth notes; phrase d_,
i •

;

j and phrase e,Jland

Section C (tranquillo) contains the dotted figure

i*i .

Metric shifts occur frequently throughout the movement.
Hemiola is associated with B (phrases a.* b_, and last part of
<i); it is also created through augmentation in measures 302303.

Other metric shifts include the aural perception of

various metric patterns in the following measures:

measures

21-27 form six measures of 2/8 plus four measures of 3/16 and
one measure of 2/8; measures 87-96 form eleven measures of
2/8 plus one measure each of 3/8 and 5/8; measures 177-181}.
form six measures of 2/1}.; measures 185-188 form the pattern
3/8

2/8

2/8

2/8

2/8

rhythmic accelerando, thus:
2/16
I

,

2/16

■■■■■—

pattern 1+/8

2/16

1/8; measures 3J+5 -31+8 form a
6/16

1|_/16

3/16

3/16

2/16; and measures 399-1+06 form the
I

3 /8

3/8

2/8

2/8

1+/8

1+/8

2/8.

i+. Compositional Devices

Interesting devices in this movement include 1) the
use of the mute, 2) the use of left-hand plucked open strings
in the phrase T transitions, which function to allow the
player to put on or take off the mute and to turn the page
with his right hand, 3) the slide in measure 383 between two
tones a minor third apart, and 1+) the glissando in measures
355-356 in tritones.

Drones are not used as conspicuously as
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in the first and second movements; however, there is more
conscious use of open strings in other contexts (left-hand
pizzicato in phrase T, and some open string sixteenth-note
repetitions in the A material).

Open string drones used in

clude those in measures 232 (A), 23i|.-238 (D), 338 (D), and
3l+4 (E).

Drones on fingered pitches include those in meas

ures 80-86 (F#), 221-225 (A), 226-227 (Bb ), 229 (B natural),
302-30lj. (Ab ), and 3ip- (Eb ).
Difficulties for the player include the punta d» arco
tremolo bowing with its interspersed patterns of slurring,
the intonation problems associated with the reach of a tenth
in the first position in measures 85 and Ij.05, and the finger
ing of quarter-tones, if the microtonal version is used.
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CONCLUSION

Following is a summary of style elements perceived
through analysis of the work.

The movements complement and

balance each other in terms of dynamics, tempo, length, and
texture; however, there is no cyclical element beyond that of
a few instances of motivic cells recalled from previous move
ments.

The division of the movements into sections is some

what ambiguous, though always clear with respect to at least
one parameter.

In the work as a whole, root movement by

third predominates, followed by step, by perfect fourth or
fifth, and by tritone, except in the second movement, where
root movement by step predominates, followed by perfect
fourth or fifth, by third, and last by tritone.
Vertical harmony is generated by mode and by synthetic
and pentatonic scales, and by counterpoint, which is very im
portant in accounting for the harmony between tonal pillars.
Major and minor forms of the same chord appear often, either
together or in succession.
not fast.
guity.

The harmonic rhythm in general is

The use of planing contributes to harmonic ambi

All twelve chromatic semitones are not only used in

each movement, but introduced promptly near the beginning of
each movement.

Repeats of sections or phrases are virtually

always shorter, on a higher tonal level, and phrases within
72
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sections are often rearranged (exempli gratia the intertwin
ing of themes in the first movement just before the coda, or
the rearrangement of phrases in B 1 of the last movement).
Immediate development occurs after the introduction of nearly
every motivic idea through sequence, inversion, expansion and
compression of intervals, extension and fragmentation, and
free melodic embellishment.

Most of the phrases and sections

have a similar melodic contour, the center being higher than
either the beginning or the end.
The range of the composition as a whole is nearly four
octaves; the highest pitch in each movement is reached only
once in that movement.

The pitch e 111 1 (or fb 11'’) is the

highest note in the first, second, and fourth movements,
while for the third movement it is f I I M .

Polk elements

readily recognizable include the Magyar melodic fourth, repe
tition of a phrase a fifth higher, and the rhythm

or

.

Metric shifts occur frequently; as a special usage, hemiola
is associated particularly with one particular phrase-motive
in the last movement.

Rhythmic density (id est amount of

rhythmic activity) is greatest, naturally, in the areas of
climax.

Regular rhythmic variations include augmentation and

diminution; irregular or free variations include 1) expansion
and compression, 2) triplet version of a duple original and
vice versa, 3) altered details of rhythm, exempli gratia
length of dotted note in a dotted figure, and ij.) repeated
notes.

Most of the idiomatic violin special effects are
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present, with the exception of off-string bowings such as
spiccato.

Two text-painting devices are used:

of the cimbalom and of bird calls.

the imitation

The dynamic range is very

wide, ranging from ppp to sff.
Bartok’s Sonata for Solo Violin has the following ele
ments of style in common with Baroque compositions of a simi
lar nature, especially those by Bach:

1) the general princi

ple of contrast; 2) the number (four) and order (slow-fastslow-fast arranged in two pairs of approximately equal length)
of movements of the sonata da chiesa; 3) the "picardy third"
endings of the outer movements; !{.) many similar chords and
figurations; $)

texture appearing quite often; 6) chaoonne

rhythm, meter, and tempo (Tempo di ciaccona) and gigue triple
meter and motoric rhythm (Presto); 7) frequency of contra
puntal devices; and 8) basically one steady tempo prevailing
in each movement (the tempo changes are all most subtle and
do not exceed 20% change in either direction from the origi
nal).
Bartok’s most mature style is well illustrated by
this Sonata:

he returned to more conventional forms; there

is an atmosphere of great control in his later works and
analysis reveals much conscious planning and balancing of
effects without necessarily rigid adherence to traditional
classical proportions within each movement.

The use of con

tinuous variation technique is so subtle, so seemingly natu
ral and inevitable, that the listener is often not
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consciously aware of its richness.

The work is based on

tonality and function and is less abstract than many previous
works, such as the -Third and Fourth Quartets and even the
much earlier Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2 for Violin and Piano.

The

tritone assumes less importance, structurally and meIodically,
than it had had in some earlier works.

The use of contra

puntal devices is especially characteristic of his last
period; he had become an admirer of Bach (note the amount of
counterpoint in both the Concerto for Orchestra and the Third
Piano Concerto, the works which were composed just prior to
and just after this Sonata).

Folk materials had been so com

pletely absorbed by Bartok that they became an unconscious
part of his creative process, and could not have been ex
cluded, even on purpose, from a conservative work of "pure”
music such as this piece.

Thus the work is infused, but

mostly indirectly, with folk elements.
The structure is sound; it has both unity and variety.
The work is serious but not overbearing, clever but not vul
gar.

It is full of dance-like rhythms and special effects,

especially at places where the counterpoint could have
become tedious.
While the work is not designed per se to demonstrate
the performer*s technical prowess, it is very much a violin
ist’s piece; it sounds well for the instrument.

Because many

passages do lie conveniently for the violinist, the performer
is enabled to do more than just play the notes (a problem
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with some other works in the repertory for unaccompanied
violin).

For these reasons, listeners who have tended to

avoid performance of works for violin alone because of the
unpleasant and awkward visual and aural effect produced by
an artist obviously struggling with the music find such a
welcome and refreshing change in Bart ok1s Sonata for Solo
Violin.
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The following recording was slated "to appear in the
near future," according to the (1965) Ove Nordwall article
cited in Chapter IV, and included in the bibliography:
% Kolisch, Rudolf.

Wergo-Schallplatten.

•sc- 3 original version (with quarter-tones)
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